A Tour of the Massillon Museum Sensory Room
The red sign asks guests to check in later when the room is in use.

Icons can be found outside the door before entering.
Multiple modes of seating are available to guests.

Welcome to our Sensory Room!
We’re so glad you’re here.
This room is for YOU. Stay as long as you wish.

Sensory Room Rules:

1. When inside the room please flip the door sign to red.

2. Close the door. It will not lock.

3. Enjoy your snacks here.

4. Leave anything you play with inside the room.

5. When you leave, prop the door open and flip the sign on the door sign back to green.

6. What do you think about this room? Fill out a feedback form located beside the door.

Sensory Room rules are listed in large print directly across from the room entrance.
A booklet outlining ways to engage with the space hangs on one wall.

Room amenities such as a sound machine, noise-cancelling headphones, eye mask, and water bottles are available for visitors.
Sky panels are installed over florescent lights to help dim the room. More panels are on order to cover all lights in the space.
Foam letter panels are available for play or a soft seating area.

A felt wall and Lego wall are installed for tactile play.
In the Museum’s Main gallery, there is an exhibit of artwork from Stark County artists. Can you create your own artwork on our felt board using shapes from the bin?

Short prompts accompany the felt wall and Lego wall.
The Lego wall!

Massillon Museum is under construction! What can you construct on our Lego board?
Sensory toys and fidget spinners are provided as well.
Two custom sensory tables are available for tactile or soothing play. The taller of the tables is wheelchair accessible and the lower table is at toddler height.

The tables have removable bins as well as castors to make them even more accessible. Bins can be placed on the floor or the tables can be moved to other spaces in the Museum.
The sensory bins are filled with dry beans, cups, and small toys.
Feedback forms can be found to the right of the door as visitors exit.
During a recent program, a over-excited toddler and her mother made use of the room.

Mother and daughter take advantage of the beanbag chair and weighted blanket.